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(54) TRANSMISSION DEVICE FOR EXPANDED DISPLAY

(57) The present invention discloses a transmission
device used for expanding monitors, comprising the
body, and a combination of at least a first monitor, a sec-
ond monitor and an actuation module that can be installed
thereon. The actuation module can drive the second
monitor to move reciprocally on a reference axis X; and
the second monitor is provided with a drive module to

drive the second monitor to move reciprocally on a ref-
erence axis Y perpendicular to the reference axis X,
which jointly provide a mechanism, under which an ex-
pansion and combination of the screen of the first monitor
and the screen of the second monitor (in the same plan-
imetric position) and/or retraction thereof are enabled.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a transmission
device used for expanding monitors; in particular, refers
to a technology for establishing a mechanism, under
which expansion & combination and/or retraction of a
plurality of display screens are enabled.

Technical background

[0002] A technical means of using a plurality of or mul-
tiple monitors (or called "display screens") to form a larg-
er-sized screen (or video wall structure) through mutual
combination of these monitors for video signal output has
already been in existence in prior art. For example, Tai-
wan Patent No. 99141387 (All-in-One Display Screen for
Automatic Switching Display Frames), Patent No.
102147287 relating to technology for superimposition or
combination of a plurality of display screens by using
command control (A Display Device for Combined
Screen Display according to Splice Commands), etc., all
of which have provided typical embodiments.
[0003] The foregoing methods have disclosed the
technology for moving the screen from the saved position
to the expanded position by using a plurality of movable
screens with the aid of spindle drive; For example, pat-
ents US 2005/008463 A1 (EXPANDED DISPLAY FOR
CELLPHONE, PALM PILOT OR COMPUTER), US
7848091 B2 (DUAL-SCREEN MOBILE DISPLAY DE-
VICE); US 2012/0182295 A1 (PERSONAL PORTABLE
COMMUNICATION DEVICES WITH DEPLOYABLE
DISPLAY SYSTEMS FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL VIS-
UAL REPRESENTATIONS AND/OR PRIVACY AND
METHODS OF USE), all of which have provided viable
embodiments.
[0004] Typically speaking, these references have
shown the design technology of relevant existing screen
devices in respect of structure and application. If a rede-
sign takes into account the structure of the power unit of
such monitors or display screens and makes their struc-
ture different from the traditional devices, an ideal power
drive mechanism can be provided while allowing for easy
operation.

Summary of the invention

[0005] A main object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a transmission device used for expanding monitors,
comprising the body, and a combination of at least a first
monitor, a second monitor and a actuation module that
can be installed thereon. The actuation module can drive
the second monitor to move reciprocally on a reference
axis X; and, the second monitor is provided with a drive
module to drive the second monitor to move reciprocally
on a reference axis Y perpendicular to the reference axis
X, which jointly provide a mechanism, under which an

expansion and combination of the screen of the first mon-
itor and the screen of the second monitor (in the same
planimetric position) and/or retraction are enabled.
[0006] To fulfill the foregoing object, an embodiment
of the present invention is to design an transmission de-
vice used for expanding the monitors, the said actuation
module comprises a motor driven spindle and an actuator
that moves with the rotating spindle, the actuator is a
circular device or a rotary disk structure provided with
activating unit, and capable of reciprocating movement
on a path unit of the body and a tractive unit of the second
monitor, whereby causing the second monitor to move
on the reference axis X, to enable the expansion and
combination of the first monitor and the second monitor
and/or their retraction in the body.
[0007] A transmission device used for expanding mon-
itors according to the present invention, the said drive
module comprises a motor-driven drive rod, a follow-up
unit of the combination drive rod and a pivotally coupled
follow-up unit, the reaction frame of the second monitor.
And the follow-up units can move reciprocally (up and
down) in response to the moving drive rod, causing the
reaction frame to drive the second monitor (or its screen)
to move on the reference axis Y to arrive at the position
in height the same as the first monitor (or its screen),
whereby enabling its combination with the first monitor.
[0008] A transmission device used for expanding mon-
itors according to the present invention, the body is pro-
vided with a pedestal and a drive. The drive comprises
a motor-driven drive rod, a follow-up unit of the combi-
nation drive rod and a pivotally coupled follow-up unit,
the reaction frame of the pedestal. And the follow-up units
can move reciprocally in response to the moving drive
rod, causing the reaction arm to open the pedestal for
supporting the body, and/or drive the pedestal to retract
inside the body.
[0009] Advantages and favorable effects of the present
invention lie in that the transmission device used for ex-
panding the monitors, when compared with traditional
approaches, includes the following merits and consider-
ations while easy operation is ensured in the first place:

1. Structure of the body 90 used for combining a first
monitor 10, a second monitor 20 and/or a third mon-
itor 30 has been redesigned and reconsidered. For
example, the body 90 is provided with a drive 80,
reaction arm 84 and pedestal 95, enabling pedestal
95 to open for supporting the body 90 or retract in
the body 90; Body 90 is provided with actuation mod-
ule 40, actuator 43, main actuating rod 47 and/or
auxiliary actuating rod 48, which are used to drive
the second monitor 20 and/or the third monitor 30 to
move between the first position and the second po-
sition with the aid of path units 51, 56 of the main
board 50 and/or auxiliary board 55; The second mon-
itor 20 and/or the third monitor 30 are provided with
drive module 60, follow-up unit 63 and reaction frame
70 to drive the second monitor 20 and/or the third
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monitor 30 to arrive at the set (height) position and
combine with the first monitor 10 and/or retract,
which are apparently different from the structure form
and operating mode in prior art.
2. In particular, the structure form in which actuation
module 40 drives the second monitor 20 and/or the
third monitor 30 enables operators to use a plurality
of actuation modules 40 to drive multiple monitors.

[0010] Therefore, the present invention provides an ef-
fective transmission device for expanding monitors, the
spatial form of which is different from the prior devices,
and it has the advantages that are incomparable by prior
art, representing a considerable progress, truly and fully
meeting the essential conditions of invention patent.

Brief description of the drawings

[0011]

Fig. 1 is a three-dimensional schematic structure
view of the present invention, which shows the struc-
tural combination of the body, the first monitor and
the pedestal.
Fig. 2 is another three-dimensional schematic struc-
ture view of the present invention, which shows the
structural combination of the body, the pedestal and
the drive.
Fig. 3 is a schematic structural decomposition view
of Fig. 2, which shows the structural condition of the
body, the pedestal and the drive.
Fig. 4 is a schematic planar structure view of Fig. 2.
Fig. 5 is a schematic view of an operation embodi-
ment of Fig. 4, which shows the condition for the
drive to move or push open the pedestal.
Fig. 6 is a schematic view of structure decomposition
according to the present invention, which shows the
structure of the body, the first monitor, the actuation
module, the second monitor, the drive module, the
third monitor and the auxiliary drive module.
Fig. 7 is a schematic structure decomposition view
of the third monitor and the auxiliary drive module
according to the present invention.
Fig. 8 is a schematic planar combination structure
according to the present invention, which shows the
condition for the first monitor, the second monitor
and/or the third monitor in the retracted position or
the first position;
Fig. 9 is a schematic planar structure view of an op-
eration embodiment of the present invention, which
shows the movement of the first monitor and the sec-
ond monitor along the reference axis X as driven by
the actuation module;
Fig. 10 is another schematic planar structure view
of an operation embodiment of the present invention,
which shows the movement of the first monitor and
the second monitor along the reference axis X and
their arrival at the second position as driven by the

actuation module;
Fig. 11 is a three-dimensional schematic structure
view of Fig. 7.
Fig. 12 is a schematic planar structure view accord-
ing to the present invention, which shows the struc-
tural combination of the second monitor and the drive
module;
Fig. 13 a schematic planar structure view of an op-
eration embodiment shown in Fig. 12, which shows
the movement of the follow-up unit towards the bot-
tom of the drawing (or reference axis Z) as driven by
the drive rod of the drive module.
Fig. 14 is a schematic planar structure view of Fig.
13, which shows the movement of the follow-up unit
towards the bottom of the drawing (or reference axis
Z) as driven by the drive rod of the drive module,
causing the reaction frame to push the third monitor
to move towards the reference axis Y.
Fig. 15 is a three-dimensional schematic structure
view of an operation embodiment of the present in-
vention, which shows the expansion & combination
of the second monitor and the third monitor or com-
bination with the first monitor.

[0012] In the drawings: 10: the first monitor; 11, 21, 31:
Screen; 20: the second monitor; 22, 32: screen back-
board; 23, 33: pedestal; 24, 34: tractive unit; 25, 35: fix-
ation unit; 26, 36: slot unit; 28, 38: combination unit; 29,
39: limitation unit; 29a, 39a: limitation slot; 30: the third
monitor; 32a: boss; 33a: rib; 35a: extension; 37: track;
40: actuation module; 41, 61, 81: motor; 42: spindle; 43:
actuator; 44: activating unit; 45: drive segment; 46: turn-
ing wheel; 47: main actuating rod; 48: auxiliary drive rod;
50: main board; 51, 56: path unit; 51a, 56a: start point;
51b, 56b: end point; 52, 57: pivotal coupling unit; 53: main
rod; 55: auxiliary board; 58: auxiliary rod; 60: drive mod-
ule; 62, 82: drive rod; 63, 83: follow-up unit; 65, 85: base;
66, 86: thread unit; 67, 68, 87: pivotal coupling end; 69:
mouth; 70: reaction frame; 71: main arm; 71a, 72a, 84a:
first end; 71b, 72b, 84b: second end; 72: auxiliary arm;
73, 74: waist; 75: spindle pin; 80: drive; 84: reaction arm;
88: lug; 90: body; 91: locating unit; 95: pedestal; 96: fix-
ation unit; 97: coupling hole.

Detailed description of the preferred embodiments

[0013] The invention will now be described in more de-
tail with reference to the accompanying drawings and
embodiments. The following embodiments are merely in-
tended for a better illustration of the present invention,
rather than limiting the scope of the present invention.
[0014] As shown in Figs. 1∼3, a transmission device
used for expanding monitors according to the present
invention comprises body 90 and a combination of at
least 2 monitors (10, 20...; or called "display screens").
Body 90 is defined to have a reference axis X, a reference
axis Y perpendicular to reference axis X, a reference axis
Z; body 90 is of a frame and/or casing structure for as-
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sembling or holding monitors. And monitors shall at least
include a first monitor 10 (and screen 11), a second mon-
itor 20 and/or a third monitor 30, as an illustrative em-
bodiment.
[0015] In a preferred embodiment, the body 90 is pro-
vided with a pedestal 95 and a drive 80. Pedestal 95 has
one end pivotally coupled with the body 90, so that ped-
estal 95 can swivel freely. And drive 80 comprises a drive
rod 82 driven by a motor 81, a follow-up unit 83 of the
combination drive rod 82 and a pivotally coupled follow-
up unit 83, a reaction arm 84 of the pedestal 95, etc.
[0016] Particularly speaking, drive 80 (or motor 81,
drive rod 82), along with base 85, is assembled and fixed
on body 90; drive rod 82 is provided with a thread seg-
ment 86 for pivotal coupling of the follow-up unit 83, so
that the follow-up 83 adapts to the rotation of drive rod
82 and moves reciprocally (or moves) on reference axis
Z. And the follow-up unit 83 is provided with at least one
or two pivotal coupling ends 87 used for pivotal coupling
of reaction arm 84.
[0017] The figure shows that reaction arm 84 has a
first end 84a and a second end 84b; the first end 84a is
used for pivotal coupling of pedestal 95 with the aid of a
fixation unit 96 on pedestal 95 and coupling hole 97 in
the fixation unit, and the second end 84b is used for piv-
otal coupling of the pivotal coupling end 87 of the follow-
up unit 83.
[0018] As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, these drawings illus-
trate the movement of follow-up unit 83 on reference axis
Z when motor 81 drives the drive rod 82 and thread seg-
ment 86 to rotate, which controls the pedestal 95 to open
or to retract in the body 90.
[0019] When follow-up unit 83 moves towards the top
of the drawing, it presses the first end 84a of the reaction
arm 84 to move away from body 90 (or along reference
axis Y), and push against pedestal 95 to form a support
for the body 90; for example, the circumstance shown in
Fig. 5. And/or when follow-up unit 83 moves towards the
bottom of the drawing, it causes reaction arm 84 to pull
at the pedestal 95 and make it to retract in the body 90;
For example, the circumstance shown in Fig. 4.
[0020] In a viable embodiment, base 85 of drive 80 (or
body 90) is provided with a lug 88, used for assisting the
follow-up unit 83 to press the reaction arm 84, ensuring
the reaction arm 84 moves towards pedestal 95. And
body 90 is provided with a locating unit 91, which can be
used to assist in the fixation of the drive rod 82 of drive
80 and limitation of the moving range of the follow-up unit
83 of the drive.
[0021] As shown in Fig. 6, body 90 is provided with an
actuation module 40. The said actuation module 40 com-
prises a spindle 42 driven by a motor 41 and an actuator
43 that moves as spindle 42 rotates; Actuator 43 is a
circular device or a rotary disk structure, provided with
an activating unit 44 of teethed structure.
[0022] Specifically speaking, spindle 42 has a drive
segment 45 of worm structure for assisting a turning
wheel to engage with the activating unit 44 of actuator

43; thus, when spindle 42 is rotating, it will (via turning
wheel 46) drive the actuator 43 to rotate synchronously.
And actuator 43 is provided with at least one actuating
rod.
[0023] In a preferred embodiment, corresponding to a
second monitor 20 and a third monitor 30, the actuating
rod comprises a main actuating rod 47 and an auxiliary
actuating rod 48, which are located roughly in opposite
positions across actuator 43. And body 90 is provided
with a main board 50 and/or an auxiliary board 55; main
board 50 and auxiliary board 55 are designed to have
curved path units 51, 56 of semi-circular track structure,
respectively used for holding main actuating rod 47 and
auxiliary actuating rod 48.
[0024] The drawing shows the path unit 51 of main
board 50 haunches up towards the top of the drawing to
form a circular arch in the shape of ( ) and the path unit
56 of auxiliary board 55 haunches down towards the bot-
tom of the drawing to form an inverted arch in the shape
of ( ). And main actuating rod 47 is located at start point
51a of the main board path unit 51, and auxiliary actuating
rod 48 at start point 56a of auxiliary board path unit 56,
respectively defined as the first position, and main actu-
ating rod 47 is located at the end point 51a of the main
board path unit 51, and auxiliary actuating rod 47 at the
end point 56b of the auxiliary board path unit 56, respec-
tively defined as the second position.
[0025] Fig. 6 also shows main board 50 and auxiliary
board 55 are provided with pivotal coupling units 52, 57
respectively corresponding to main rod 53 and auxiliary
rod 58, used for pivotal coupling of the second monitor
20 and the third monitor 30.
[0026] In a preferred embodiment, the second monitor
20 and the third monitor 30 comprise screens 21,31,
screen backboards 22, 32, bases 23, 33 and tractive units
24, 34 of slotted structure on bases 23, 33. The second
monitor base 23 is connected with the pivotal coupling
unit 52 of the main board via main rod 53, the third monitor
base 33 is connected with the pivotal coupling unit 57 of
the auxiliary board via auxiliary rod 58, enabling the sec-
ond monitor 20 and the third monitor 30 to freely move
reciprocally on reference axis X. And main actuating rod
47 is pivotally coupled with (or located in) tractive unit 24
of the second monitor 20, auxiliary actuating rod 48 is
pivotally coupled with (or located in) tractive unit 34 of
the third monitor 30, enabling the second monitor 20 and
the third monitor 30 to reciprocally move on reference
axis X, for expanding and combining the first monitor 10
and/or retraction in body 90.
[0027] As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the second monitor
20 and the third monitor 30 are respectively provided with
a drive module 60. Drive module 60 comprises a drive
rod 62 driven by motor 61, a follow-up unit 63 of the com-
bination drive rod 62, base 65 and a pivotally coupled
follow-up unit 63, reaction frame 70 of the second monitor
20 (screen backboard 22) or the third monitor 30 (screen
backboard 32).
[0028] Particularly speaking, bases 23, 33 of the sec-
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ond monitor 20 and the third monitor 30 are provided with
fixation units 25, 35 and slotted units 26, 36; screen back-
boards 22, 32 of the second monitor 20 and the third
monitor 30 are respectively provided with combination
unit 28, 38, limitation units 29, 39 as well as limitation
slots 29a, 39a provided on limitation units 29, 39. And
base 33 of the third monitor 30 (or the second monitor
20) is provided with a protruding structure rib 33a, used
for reducing the frictional force or resistance of the follow-
up unit 63 of the drive module during moving.
[0029] In a preferred embodiment, drive module 60 (or
motor 61, drive rod 62), along with base 65, and the fix-
ation unit 25 of the second monitor 20, the fixation unit
35 of the third monitor 30, is assembled and fixed on
pedestals 23, 33; drive rod 62 is provided with thread
segment 66, pivotal coupling follow-up unit 63 to adapt
follow-up unit 63 to the rotation of drive rod 62, and move
reciprocally (or move) on reference axis Z. And the fixa-
tion unit 35 of the third monitor 30 is also connected with
an extension 35a, used for holding the follow-up unit 63
of drive module 60 stable while it is moving on reference
axis Z.
[0030] Figs. 6 & 7 also shows that base 33 of the third
monitor is provided with track 37 for holding or retaining
the boss 32a provided on screen backboard 32 in a cor-
responding manner, for the purpose of assisting in the
regulation of the drive stability of screen backboard 32.
[0031] In a viable embodiment, the follow-up unit 63 of
the drive module 60 has a mouth 69 used for holding the
fixation unit 25 of the second monitor (or the fixation unit
35 of the third monitor); therefore, dimensions or height
of mouth 69 adapt to the fixation unit 25 of the second
monitor (or the fixation unit 35 of the third monitor), and
can determine the moving distance of the follow-up unit
63 along with fixation unit 25 of the second monitor (or
fixation unit 35 of the third monitor). And the follow-up
unit 63 of the drive module 60 and base 65 are respec-
tively provided with at least one or two pivotal coupling
ends 67, 68, used for pivotal coupling of the reaction
frame 70.
[0032] The drawings show that the reaction frame 70
of the drive module 60 comprises a main arm 71 and an
auxiliary arm 72; main arm 71 and auxiliary arm 72 re-
spectively have a first end 71a, 72a, a second end 71b,
72b, as well as a waist 73, 74 connected between the
first end 71a, 72a and the second end 71b, 72b.
<0046> In a preferred embodiment, the first end 71a of
the main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling
end 67 of the follow-up unit of the drive module, the sec-
ond end 71b of the main arm is pivotally coupled with the
combination unit 28 of the second monitor (or the com-
bination unit 38 of the third monitor); the first end 72a of
the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with the limitation
slot 29a of the limitation unit 29 of the second monitor (or
the limitation slot 39a of the limitation unit 39 of the third
monitor, and the second end 72b of the auxiliary arm is
pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end 68 of the
base 65 of the drive module.

[0033] And, the waist 73 of the main arm 71 and the
waist 74 of the auxiliary arm 72 form a spindle fulcrum
along with spindle pin 75, causing main arm 71 and aux-
iliary arm 72 to form a cross or X structure. Therefore,
the follow-up unit 63 of drive module 60 can move recip-
rocally along reference axis Z (up and down) along with
the moving drive rod 62, enabling reaction frame 70 to
drive the second monitor 20 (screen 21) or the third mon-
itor 30 (screen 31) to move on reference axis Y and arrive
at a height or position the same as the first monitor 10
(or its screen 11), whereby a combination with the first
monitor 10 is realized.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 8, it shows the first monitor 10,
the second monitor 20 and the third monitor 30 are com-
bined or held in the body 90. At this point of time, main
actuating rod 47 is at the start point 51a of the path unit
51 of the main board, and/or the auxiliary actuating rod
48 is at the start point 56a of the path unit 56 of the aux-
iliary board, or called "the first position" .
[0035] As shown in Fig. 9, it shows the spindle drive
segment 45 of the actuation module 40 drives the acti-
vating unit 44 of the turning wheel 46 and actuator 43,
causing the actuator 43 to rotate synchronously and drive
the main actuating rod 47 to move towards the end point
51b along the path unit 51 of the main board and/or drive
the auxiliary actuating unit 48 to move towards end point
56b or the second position, along the path unit 56 of the
auxiliary board, and also drive the second monitor 20 and
the third monitor 30 to move on reference axis X (expand
away from body 90).
[0036] The drawing also shows the position change of
the main actuating rod 47 for adapting to the path unit 51
of the main board, where it moves from the bottom end
of the tractive unit 24 of the second monitor shown in Fig.
8 to the top end position of tractive unit 24 shown in Fig.
9. Also can be known is the position change of the aux-
iliary actuating rod 48 for adapting to the path unit 56 of
the auxiliary board, where it moves from the top end of
the tractive unit 34 of the third monitor to the bottom end
position of the tractive unit 34.
[0037] As shown in Figs. 10 & 11, when actuator 43
drives the main actuating rod 47 to arrive at the end point
51b of the path unit 51 of the main board (and/or drives
the auxiliary actuating rod 48 to arrive at the end point
56b of the path unit 56 of the auxiliary board) or the sec-
ond position, and causes the second monitor 20 (and/or
the third monitor 30) to be fully expanded, the main ac-
tuating rod 47 again moves from the top end position of
the tractive unit 24 of the second monitor to the bottom
end position of the tractive unit 24 (and/or the auxiliary
actuating rod 48 moves from the bottom end position of
the tractive unit 34 of the third monitor to the top end
position of the tractive unit 34).
[0038] Figs. 12 & 13 show the coordination between
the third monitor 30 and the drive module 60. When the
drive rod 62 (or thread segment 66) of the drive module
60 drives the follow-up unit 63 to move along the refer-
ence axis Z towards the bottom of the drawings, it causes
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the pivotal coupling end 67 of the follow-up unit to down
press the main arm 71 (or the first end 71a of the main
arm), and the main arm 71, with the spindle pin 75 of its
waist 73 as the fulcrum, causes the second end 71b of
the main arm to push or push open, along the reference
axis Y, the combination unit 38 of the screen backboard
and screen 31 of the third monitor 30 (or the second mon-
itor 20) (or the combination unit 28 of the screen back-
board and screen 21); For example, the circumstance
shown in Figs. 14 & 15.
[0039] Furthermore, when the follow-up unit 63 moves
along the reference axis Z towards the bottom of the
drawings, the follow-up unit 63, along with base 65,
presses the auxiliary arm 72 (or the second end 72b of
the auxiliary arm), and the auxiliary arm 72, with spindle
pin 75 of its waist 74 as the fulcrum, allows the first end
72a of the auxiliary arm to move inside the limitation slot
39a of the third monitor (or the limitation slot 29a of the
second monitor), and push and push open, along the
reference axis Y, the backboard limitation unit 39 and
screen 31 of the third monitor 30 (or the backboard lim-
itation unit 29 and screen 21 of the second monitor), joint-
ly causing the third monitor 30 (or the second monitor
20) to arrive at the set (height) position and merge or
combine with the first monitor 10 ; For example, the cir-
cumstance shown in Figs. 14 & 15.
[0040] Fig. 14 also shows that when the third monitor
30 is moving along the reference axis Y, its boss 32a
moves along the track 37 of the third monitor base 33.
And when the third monitor 30 (or the second monitor
20) arrives at the set position or at the same level as the
first monitor 10 (or in the same position as the first monitor
10), the reaction frame 70 is in the cross open position
to form a configuration similar to (X).
[0041] It can be known that when the drive module 60
drives the third monitor 30 (or the second monitor 20) is
moving in a direction opposite the foregoing movement,
it causes the third monitor 30 (or the second monitor 20)
to return to the positions shown in Figs. 10, 11 & 12. And
the third monitor 30 (or the second monitor 20) is driven
by the actuation module 40 to move from the second
position to the first position shown in Fig. 8.
[0042] The above are merely viable embodiments of
the present invention, rather than limiting the scope of
the present invention. In other words, any change and/or
variation made within the scope of the application scope
of the present invention are covered by the scope of the
present invention.

Claims

1. A transmission device used for expanding monitors,
comprising a body, a combination of a plurality of
monitor and actuation module that can be installed
thereon; The body is defined with a reference axis
X, a reference axis Y perpendicular to the reference
axis X and a reference axis Z; A plurality of monitors

at least include a first monitor and a second monitor,
and the first monitor has a display screen; the actu-
ation module comprises a spindle, an actuator that
moves along with the rotating spindle, causing the
actuator to drive the second monitor to move recip-
rocally on the reference axis X; And the second mon-
itor is provided with screen, base and a drive module
assembled on the base; the drive module has a base,
a drive rod pivotally coupled on the base, a follow-
up unit driven by the drive rod, which cause the sec-
ond monitor to move reciprocally on the reference
axis Y, jointly providing an expansion & combination
and retraction mechanism for the screen of the first
monitor and the screen of the second monitor.

2. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 1, wherein, the body is of a
frame or casing structure; the body is provided with
a pedestal and a drive; the pedestal has one end
that is pivotally coupled with the body, enabling the
pedestal to swivel freely; and the drive comprises a
motor-driven drive rod, a follow-up unit of the com-
bination drive rod and a pivotally coupled follow-up
unit, as well as a reaction arm of the pedestal.

3. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 2, wherein, the drive, along
with a base, is assembled and fixed on the body; the
body is provided with a thread segment and a pivot-
ally coupled follow-up unit, causing the follow-up unit
to move reciprocally on the reference axis Z in re-
sponse to the rotation of the drive rod; the follow-up
unit is provided with at least one pivotal coupling end
for pivotal coupling of the reaction arm; and the re-
action arm has a first end and a second end; the first
end of the reaction arm is used for pivotal coupling
of the pedestal with the aid of the fixation unit on the
pedestal and the coupling hole in the fixation unit,
and the second end is the pivotal coupling end for
pivotal coupling of the follow-up unit of the drive.

4. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 3, wherein, either the base of
the drive or the body is provided with a lug; and the
body is provided with a locating unit used for fixing
the drive rod of the drive and limiting the moving
range of the follow-up unit of the drive.

5. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claims 1 or 2 or 3 or 4, wherein, the
actuator of the actuation module is either a circular
device or a rotary disk structure, and is provided with
an activation unit; the spindle has a drive segment;
the actuator is provided with at least an actuating
rod, making the actuating rod to move in a path unit
and further drive the second monitor to move; the
path unit is of a circular structure, and is provided on
a main board of the body; and the second monitor
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is provided with a screen backboard, and the drive
module of the second monitor has a reaction frame
that moves in response to the movement of the fol-
low-up unit of the drive module.

6. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 5, wherein, the activating unit
of the actuator has a teethed structure; the drive seg-
ment of the spindle has a worm structure, which en-
gages with the activating unit of the actuator via a
turning wheel.

7. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 5, wherein, the said monitor
also includes a third monitor, and the third monitor
is also provided with a screen, base and a drive mod-
ule assembled on the base, which causes the third
monitor to move reciprocally on the reference axis
Y; the third monitor is also provided with a screen
backboard, and the drive module of the third monitor
also has a reaction frame that moves in response to
the movement of the follow-up unit of the drive mod-
ule; the actuating rod includes a main actuating rod
and auxiliary actuating rod located in two opposite
positions across the actuator; and the body also in-
cludes an auxiliary board, the auxiliary board is also
provided with a path unit; the main board path unit
and the auxiliary board path unit form a semi-circular
track structure, respectively for holding the main ac-
tuating rod and the auxiliary actuating rod; further-
more, the main actuating rod is located at the start
point of the main board path unit and the auxiliary
actuating rod, at the start point of the auxiliary board
path unit, respectively for defining first position, while
the main actuating rod is located at the end point of
the main board path unit and auxiliary actuating rod,
at the end of the auxiliary board path unit, respec-
tively for defining the second position.

8. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 6, wherein, the said monitor
also includes a third monitor, and the third monitor
is also provided with a screen, base and a drive mod-
ule assembled on the base, which causes the third
monitor to move reciprocally on the reference axis
Y; the third monitor is also provided with a screen
backboard, and the drive module of the third monitor
also has a reaction frame that moves in response to
the movement of the follow-up unit of the drive mod-
ule; the actuating rod includes a main actuating rod
and auxiliary actuating rod located in two opposite
positions across the actuator; and the body also in-
cludes an auxiliary board, the auxiliary board is also
provided with a path unit; the main board path unit
and the auxiliary board path unit form a semi-circular
track structure, respectively for holding the main ac-
tuating rod and the auxiliary actuating rod; further-
more, the main actuating rod is located at the start

point of the main board path unit and the auxiliary
actuating rod, at the start point of the auxiliary board
path unit, respectively for defining first position, while
the main actuating rod is located at the end point of
the main board path unit and auxiliary actuating rod,
at the end of the auxiliary board path unit, respec-
tively for defining the second position.

9. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 7, wherein, the path unit of
main board haunches upwards to form a circular arch
in the shape of ( ) and the path unit of auxiliary
board haunches downwards to form an inverted arch
in the shape of ( ); the main board and the auxiliary
board are provided with pivotal coupling unit, base
of the second monitor is connected with the pivotal
coupling unit of the main board via a man rod, and
base of the third monitor is connected with the pivotal
coupling unit of the auxiliary board via an auxiliary
rod.

10. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 8, wherein, the path unit of the
said main board haunches upward to form a circular
arch in the shape of ( ) and the path unit of the
auxiliary board haunches downwards to form an in-
verted arch in the shape of ( ); the main board and
the auxiliary board are provided with pivotal coupling
unit, base of the second monitor is connected with
the pivotal coupling unit of the main board via a man
rod, and base of the third monitor is connected with
the pivotal coupling unit of the auxiliary board via an
auxiliary rod.

11. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 7, wherein, base of the second
monitor and base of the third monitor are respectively
provided with tractive units of slotted structure, re-
spectively used for holding main actuating rod and
auxiliary actuating rod.

12. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 8, wherein, base of the said
second monitor and base of the said third monitor
are respectively provided with tractive units of slotted
structure, respectively used for holding main actuat-
ing rod and auxiliary actuating rod.

13. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 9, wherein, base of the said
second monitor and base of the said third monitor
are provided with tractive unit of slotted structure,
respectively used for holding the main actuating rod
and the auxiliary actuating rod.

14. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 10, wherein, base of the said
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second monitor and base of the said third monitor
are provided with tractive unit of slotted structure,
respectively used for holding the main actuating rod
and the auxiliary actuating rod.

15. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 5, wherein, base of the said
second monitor is provided with a fixation unit and a
slotted unit, screen backboard of the second monitor
is provided with combination unit, limitation unit and
limitation slot formed on the limitation unit; the drive
module is assembled and fixed on the base of the
secondary monitor with the aid of the base and the
fixation unit of the second monitor; drive rod of the
drive module is provided with thread segment used
for pivotal coupling of the follow-up unit of the drive
module, making the follow-up unit of the drive mod-
ule to move reciprocally on the reference axis Z in
response to the rotation of the drive rod; the follow-
up unit of the drive module has a mouth used for
holding the fixation unit of the second monitor; follow-
up unit and base of the drive module are respectively
provided with at least one pivotal coupling end used
for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame; the reaction
frame comprises a main arm and an auxiliary arm;
the main arm and the auxiliary arm respectively have
a first end, a second end and a waist connected be-
tween the first end and the second end; the first end
of the main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal
coupling end of the follow-up unit of the drive module,
the second end of the main arm is pivotally coupled
with the pivotal coupling end of the combination unit
of the second monitor; the first end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the limitation slot of the
limitation unit of the second monitor, and the second
end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with the
pivotal coupling end of the base of the drive module;
and waist of the main arm and waist of the auxiliary
arm are pivotally coupled via the spindle pin to form
a fulcrum for the spindle, enabling the reaction frame
to drive the second monitor to move on the reference
axis Y.

16. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 6, wherein, base of the said
second monitor is provided with a fixation unit and a
slotted unit, screen backboard of the second monitor
is provided with combination unit, limitation unit and
limitation slot formed on the limitation unit; the drive
module is assembled and fixed on the base of the
secondary monitor with the aid of the base and the
fixation unit of the second monitor; drive rod of the
drive module is provided with thread segment used
for pivotal coupling of the follow-up unit of the drive
module, making the follow-up unit of the drive mod-
ule to move reciprocally on the reference axis Z in
response to the rotation of the drive rod; the follow-
up unit of the drive module has a mouth used for

holding the fixation unit of the second monitor; follow-
up unit and base of the drive module are respectively
provided with at least one pivotal coupling end used
for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame; the reaction
frame comprises a main arm and an auxiliary arm;
the main arm and the auxiliary arm respectively have
a first end, a second end and a waist connected be-
tween the first end and the second end; the first end
of the main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal
coupling end of the follow-up unit of the drive module,
the second end of the main arm is pivotally coupled
with the pivotal coupling end of the combination unit
of the second monitor; the first end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the limitation slot of the
limitation unit of the second monitor, and the second
end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with the
pivotal coupling end of the base of the drive module;
and waist of the main arm and waist of the auxiliary
arm are pivotally coupled via the spindle pin to form
a fulcrum for the spindle, enabling the reaction frame
to drive the second monitor to move on the reference
axis Y.

17. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 7, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a
lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
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itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with
the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second
monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.

18. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 8, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a
lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with
the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second

monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.

19. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 9, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a
lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with
the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second
monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.

20. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 10, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
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is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a
lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with
the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second
monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.

21. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 11, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a

lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with
the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second
monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.

22. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 12, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a
lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
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auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with
the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second
monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.

23. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 3, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a
lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with

the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second
monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.

24. A transmission device used for expanding monitors
as described in Claim 14, wherein, bases of the said
second monitor and third monitor are provided with
fixation units and slot units; screen backboards of
the second monitor and third monitor are provided
with combination units, limitation units and limitation
slots formed on the limitation unit; the drive module
is fixed on the pedestal via its base, the fixation unit
of the second monitor and the fixation unit of the third
monitor; drive rod of the drive module is provided
with thread segment used for pivotal coupling of the
follow-up unit of the drive module, making the follow-
up unit of the drive module to move reciprocally on
the reference axis Z in response to the rotation of
the drive rod; fixation unit of the third monitor is also
connected to form an extension; pedestal of the third
monitor is provided with a track used for holding a
lug provided on the screen backboard of the third
monitor; pedestal of the third monitor is provided with
a rib of protruding structure; the follow-up unit of the
drive module has mouths respectively used for hold-
ing the fixation unit of the second monitor and the
fixation unit of the third monitor; follow-up unit and
base of the drive module of the third monitor are re-
spectively provided with at least one pivotal coupling
end used for pivotal coupling of the reaction frame;
the reaction frame comprises a main arm and an
auxiliary arm; the main arm and the auxiliary arm
respectively have a first end, a second end and a
waist connected between the first end and the sec-
ond end; the first end of the main arm is pivotally
coupled with the pivotal coupling end of the follow-
up unit of the drive module, the second end of the
main arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal cou-
pling end of the combination unit of the second mon-
itor and the combination unit of the third monitor; the
first end of the auxiliary arm is pivotally coupled with
the limitation slot of the limitation unit of the second
monitor and the limitation slot of the limitation unit of
the third monitor, and the second end of the auxiliary
arm is pivotally coupled with the pivotal coupling end
of the base of the drive module; and waist of the main
arm and waist of the auxiliary arm are pivotally cou-
pled via the spindle pin to form a fulcrum for the spin-
dle, enabling the reaction frame to drive the second
monitor and the third monitor to move on the refer-
ence axis Y.
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